CL100 Striker Machining Detail

DETAIL D
SCALE 1 : 5

Striker fixed to center of closing jamb

2 x Ø 2.50mm [3/32"] x 25mm [1 3/32"]

DETAIL C
SCALE 1 : 5

CL100 Flushturn Only Machining Detail
Works for: CL100A9004

Left Side

Bottom of Door to Center of Handle = 85mm [3 11/32"]

Mortise Lock Centerline

Flush Turn Centerline

Machine Slot to 85mm [3 11/32"] deep

Right Side

Machine Outer Pocket to a depth of 7mm [9/32"]

DETAIL A
SCALE 1 : 3

DETAIL B
SCALE 1 : 3
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CL100 Striker Machining Detail

DETAIL D
SCALE 1 : 5

Bottom of Door to Center of Handle
Customer specified height.

Door Height

Left Side

Right Side

Note:
Cylinder machine detail shown on right side of door.
Machining for cylinder on left side of door is mirrored.

Machine to 85mm [3 11/32"] deep

Flush Turn Centreline

Mortice Lock Centreline

Machine Outer Pocket to a depth of 7mm [9/32"]

2 x Ø 2.50mm [3/32"] 3 25mm [3/32"]

Striker fixed to centre of closing jamb

HANDLE HEIGHT Specified by Customer - Under Door Clearnace
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CL100 Flushturn with Locking One Side Machining Detail
Works for: CL100A1006
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Both Sides Machining Detail

CL100 Flushturn with Locking Both Sides Machining Detail
Works for: CL100A1004

Left Side

Right Side

Sitckered fixed to center of closing jamb

Hands height fixed by customer • Under Door Drivaw

2 x 0.250mm[8/32"] 5/32" x 5/32"